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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
Virtualization has become an increasingly important component of the modern data center. The continued need to drive innovation in this area 
has become vital. One recent innovation in virtualization has come in the form of VMware vSphere® Virtual Volumes™, hereinafter referred to as 
“vVols” in this technical paper. vVols are designed to provide simplified storage management and more-granular virtual machine (VM) control by 
granting a storage platform the ability to automate storage provisioning and reclaim and utilize storage array features on a per-VM level. 

This technical paper focuses specifically on the deployment of SAP HANA® on vVols, which provides a number of benefits compared to SAP 
HANA on VMware vSphere® Virtual Machine File System (VMFS) datastores: 

• vVols are automatically created and managed by VMware vCenter®, eliminating the need to manually create and export shared storage. 

• vVols are designed around the VM level instead of at the Logical Unit Numbers (LUN) level. 

• With vVols, you use only the space that the VMs require because the storage array does not have to allocate unutilized chunks of disk space to 
VMFS volumes. 

• HPE Primera storage has a built-in vSphere Storage APIs for Storage Awareness (VASA) Provider that delivers better resiliency and eliminates 
the need to deploy, manage, and protect a separate plug-in or VM to enable all of the vVols capabilities. 

• vVols enable VMware vSphere to offload more tasks to the storage array—enabling faster and more efficient operations at the storage level. 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise has been working closely with VMware® as a key design partner and reference platform for over seven years to 
define, develop, and test vVols. Because of that early and close collaboration, Hewlett Packard Enterprise is currently the #1 market leader in 
vVols deployments according to adoption data from VMware (twitter.com/leecaswell/status/1169423061071695872). 

A storage platform traditionally involves individual LUNs containing any number of VMs, which must be manually sized and exported. This has 
been problematic, as over-provisioned VMFS datastores are typically required to compensate for growth of a VM over time. By utilizing vVols, 
LUN management is eliminated and each VM, and specifically each VMDK of a VM, is assigned its own unique vVol that automatically expands 
as the VM grows. Additionally, vVols are independent of VMFS stores, so both vVols and VMFS can be deployed simultaneously with ease and 
VMs can be migrated between them using VMware vSphere® Storage vMotion®. 

SAP HANA is an in-memory database to expedite the storage and retrieval process as requested by various applications. SAP HANA as a VM 
inherits the advantages that vVols provide, in addition to the advantages of vSphere vMotion, VMware vSphere® High Availability (HA), and 
VMware vSphere® Distributed Resource Scheduler™ (DRS). The benefits of these technologies include the ability to migrate VMs to other hosts 
to minimize or eliminate downtime, in addition to reduced capital and operating costs due to simplified data center management. 

Virtualizing an SAP HANA instance also enables an administrator to utilize converged data protection tools like HPE Recovery Manager Central 
for VMware (RMC-V). HPE RMC-V integrates HPE Primera and HPE Nimble all-flash arrays with HPE StoreOnce backup appliances to leverage 
snapshot performance with backup protection—all in a single interface. 

HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for SAP HANA is also discussed in this technical paper. The HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for SAP HANA 
allows the Database Administrator (DBA) to back up and restore directly to and from a Catalyst store on an  
HPE StoreOnce backup appliance. 

Target audience: Presales consultants, solution architects, DBAs, storage operators and administrators who design, implement, and maintain 
SAP HANA databases, and others who want to learn more about SAP HANA databases on vVols storage. 

Document purpose: This technical paper demonstrates the benefits of deploying SAP HANA on VMware vSphere® Hypervisor vVols with  
HPE Primera as the storage resource. 

  

https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/hpe-primera.html
https://twitter.com/leecaswell/status/1169423061071695872
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/rmc-backup.html
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/nimble.html
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/storeonce.html
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW 
This solution involves the deployment of SAP HANA Platform Edition 2.0 SPS 5 in a vSphere environment using vVols storage. The solution 
environment layout illustrated in Figure 1 consists of an HPE ProLiant DL580 server with a Fibre Channel (FC) connection to an HPE Primera 
A630 storage array. A SUSE® 15 SP2 VM was deployed on the HPE ProLiant DL580 server installed with vSphere Hypervisor 7. SAP HANA was 
deployed on the SUSE 15 OS. All the data—including the SAP HANA files, database data, and OS files—utilize vVols from the HPE Primera A630 
storage array. 

To utilize vVols storage from the HPE Primera array, a VMware vSphere® Web Client is deployed. The vSphere Web Client communicates 
through vCenter using VASA to assign vVols storage policies to VMs and automatically allocate vVols. A VASA Provider is built into HPE Primera 
storage arrays and no additional software is required to use vVols. In turn, the VASA Provider communicates with the Protocol Endpoint, which is 
a logical I/O proxy within the array that provides vSphere access to specific VM vVols objects (that is, config, data, and swap) stored on the  
HPE Primera array. 

VM Storage Policies are used in this technical paper to provide a set of requirements for VMs as they are deployed. A VM Storage Policy was 
utilized to ensure that vVols are the exclusive storage for the SAP HANA VM. 

Not shown in Figure 1 is a second HPE ProLiant DL580 server configured with an FC configuration to the same HPE Primera A630 storage 
array. This server was used to create a VMware cluster to test vSphere Storage vMotion, HA, and DRS. Additionally, HPE StoreOnce was 
deployed to demonstrate HPE RMC-V and the HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for SAP HANA. 

 
Figure 1. Solution environment layout 

NOTE 
See the latest guides at help.sap.com/viewer/product/SAP_HANA_PLATFORM/2.0.05/en-US for documentation on how to install and configure 
SAP HANA. 

https://www.hpe.com/us/en/servers/proliant-dl-servers.html
https://help.sap.com/viewer/product/SAP_HANA_PLATFORM/2.0.05/en-US
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SOLUTION COMPONENTS 
This section describes the hardware and software components used to create this solution. 

Hardware 
HPE ProLiant DL580 server 
The host can be any hardware that is listed as compatible by VMware and is SAP HANA Tailored Data Center Integration (TDI) certified. This 
solution is based on two identical HPE ProLiant DL580 servers, each configured with four Intel® Xeon® Gold 6152 CPU @ 2.10GHz and 3 TB of 
memory. LAN connectivity is through an HPE Ethernet 1 Gb 4-port 331FLR Adapter and an HPE Ethernet 10 Gb 2-port 530SFP+ Adapter. 
Storage connectivity is through two HPE SN1100E 16 Gb 2P FC HBAs. The onboard HPE ProLiant integrated Lights Out (iLO) server 
management requires a separate network connection and IP address. 

HPE Primera A630 storage array 
Storage capacity is provided by an HPE Primera A630 storage array, which is TDI certified. Storage Containers are created on the HPE Primera 
array via a 16 Gb FC fabric. VMware vVols are block volumes on the HPE Primera array. HPE Nimble Storage arrays would also be a viable 
candidate for this configuration. 

Software 
SAP HANA Platform Edition 2.0 SPS 5 
SAP HANA is an in-memory database management system developed by SAP®. For more information, see sap.com/products/hana.html. 

SAP HANA was deployed as a VM on a vSphere Hypervisor. The VM was deployed with a SUSE 15 SP2 OS. 

vSphere Hypervisor 
VMware vCenter Server® 7 and VMware ESXi™ 7 were installed on the host servers. Using vCenter Server, a VMware cluster is created and the 
two ESXi hosts are added to it. vSphere HA and vSphere DRS are enabled on the cluster. As well as being a prerequisite for vSphere HA, 
deploying the HPE StoreOnce VSA into a VMware cluster accomplishes the following: 

• Increases availability by enabling vSphere Storage vMotion to rehost the SAP HANA VM to reduce unavailability caused by host maintenance 

• Proactively migrates the SAP HANA VM off a host where alerts show it is at risk of failure or has degraded performance 

HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in 
The HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in 2.2.0 was used to back up and restore both the SAP HANA system and the tenant databases. 

The HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in enables efficient protection for SAP HANA by allowing the DBA to back up and restore directly to and from 
a Catalyst store on an HPE StoreOnce appliance. 

HPE Recovery Manager Central for VMware 
HPE RMC-V was used to create HPE Primera crash-consistent snapshots of the vVols used by the SAP HANA VM. 

HPE RMC-V allows VMware server administrators to create VM snapshots and Express Protects backups through a single web GUI. 

HPE StoreOnce Catalyst store 
HPE StoreOnce Catalyst store was used as the backup target for the HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for SAP HANA, as well as the backup 
target for HPE RMC-V Express Protects. 

HPE StoreOnce Catalyst protocol allows clients to deduplicate SAP HANA data that exists on vVols before the data is transferred to the  
HPE StoreOnce appliance. This is called source-side deduplication, which results in lower bandwidth utilization over the connection link. 

HPE StoreServ Management Console 
The HPE StoreServ Management Console (SSMC) is the HPE Primera management and reporting console that offers management of block 
volumes on HPE Primera arrays. This tool was used to monitor VMs and manage vVols on the HPE Primera A630 storage array. 

 

https://www.sap.com/products/hana.html
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BEST PRACTICES AND CONFIGURATION GUIDANCE FOR THE SOLUTION 
This section provides best practices and guidance to build this environment. Tuning parameters are also provided in some instances. 

VMware vVols on HPE Primera 
This solution uses VMware vVols on HPE Primera to provide storage for the SAP HANA VM. The following sections explain the setup and 
configuration required to deploy and use vVols with HPE Primera storage arrays. 

NOTE 
This section assumes that HPE SSMC has been deployed and the user has administrator SSH access to the HPE Primera storage. 

Step 1: Ensure host HBA drivers are vVols-capable 
The VMware Compatibility Guide can help ensure that the host HBA you are using is capable of supporting Secondary LUN IDs (sub-LUNs). 
This is required for a host to be able to connect to the Protocol Endpoint and access the vVols with sub-LUNs on the HPE Primera array. 

Using the VMware Compatibility Guide, select IO Devices from the drop-down list, select Secondary LUNID (Enables VVols) from the Features 
list, and then click Update and View Results (see Figure 2). Be sure that the HBA is listed in the I/O Device and Model Information. 

 
Figure 2. After conducting a search, the HBA should be listed if it is vVols-capable 

Step 2: Ensure vSphere hosts and HPE Primera are time synchronized 
Before deploying vVols, it is important that the system time across all VMware ESXi hosts, vCenter Server, and the HPE Primera array is 
synchronized. This can be verified using the date command on a VMware ESXi host, and the showdate command in the HPE Primera CLI. If the 
time between systems is off by more than 30 seconds, you might experience errors. 

NOTE 
Best practices suggest that time should be synchronized by connecting the VMware ESXi host and the HPE Primera array to a Network Time 
Protocol (NTP) server. 

https://www.vmware.com/resources/compatibility/search.php
https://www.vmware.com/resources/compatibility/search.php
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Step 3: Verifying that HPE Primera is configured properly for vVols 
The VMware ESXi host persona created in HPE SSMC must be set to 11 – VMware as this is required to enable the Protocol Endpoint within the 
HPE Primera array. This is shown in the HPE SSMC under Hosts (Figure 3 example), or you can verify this using the HPE Primera  
showhost –persona CLI command. 

 
Figure 3. The persona of the host is set to “11 – VMware” 

Step 4: Verify Protocol Endpoint on vSphere 
Now that HPE Primera is configured properly for vVols, the Protocol Endpoint on the VMware ESXi host must be configured. Run the  
esxcli storage core device list --pe-only command from the VMware ESXi CLI to confirm the Protocol Endpoint for the HPE Primera 
storage from the VMware ESXi host. Confirm that Is VVol PE is set to true. As shown in the following command output, the Protocol Endpoint 
is naa.2ff70002ac07ea83. 
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Step 5: Configure the VASA Provider 
The VASA Provider service uses public-key SSL certificates to establish secure connections between vSphere and the HPE Primera system. The 
first step is to enable the VASA Provider service on the HPE Primera storage. In the HPE SSMC, navigate to Main Menu  Systems. Select the 
desired HPE Primera system, then select Actions  Edit, shown in Figure 4. 

[root@localhost:~] esxcli storage core device list --pe-only 
naa.2ff70002ac07ea83 
   Display Name: 3PARdata Fibre Channel Disk (naa.2ff70002ac07ea83) 
   Has Settable Display Name: true 
   Size: 0 
   Device Type: Direct-Access 
   Multipath Plugin: NMP 
   Devfs Path: /vmfs/devices/disks/naa.2ff70002ac07ea83 
   Vendor: 3PARdata 
   Model: VV 
   Revision: 4300 
   SCSI Level: 6 
   Is Pseudo: false 
   Status: on 
   Is RDM Capable: false 
   Is Local: false 
   Is Removable: false 
   Is SSD: false 
   Is VVOL PE: true 
   Is Offline: false 
   Is Perennially Reserved: false 
   Queue Full Sample Size: 0 
   Queue Full Threshold: 0 
   Thin Provisioning Status: yes 
   Attached Filters: 
   VAAI Status: supported 
   Other UIDs: vml.02000001002ff70002ac07ea83565620202020 
   Is Shared Clusterwide: true 
   Is SAS: false 
   Is USB: false 
   Is Boot Device: false 
   Device Max Queue Depth: 64 
   No of outstanding IOs with competing worlds: 64 
   Drive Type: unknown 
   RAID Level: unknown 
   Number of Physical Drives: unknown 
   Protection Enabled: false 
   PI Activated: false 
   PI Type: 0 
   PI Protection Mask: NO PROTECTION 
   Supported Guard Types: NO GUARD SUPPORT 
   DIX Enabled: false 
   DIX Guard Type: NO GUARD SUPPORT 
   Emulated DIX/DIF Enabled: false 
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Figure 4. Editing the settings of an HPE Primera system using HPE SSMC 

Scroll down until you find a section named “VASA Provider,” then make sure that the service is enabled (Figure 5). The VASA Provider service 
can also be enabled by issuing the startvasa command from the HPE Primera CLI. 

 
Figure 5. The VASA Provider service should be enabled on the HPE Primera system 

In the context of VASA communications, the “server” is the HPE Primera system and the vSphere environment is the “client.” Server-managed 
VASA communications use SSL certificates that are managed only by the vSphere host. This contrasts with the client-managed VASA 
communications, which use SSL certificates managed by the HPE Primera system. To find out if your HPE Primera system is server-managed or 
client-managed, issue the showvasa -cert command: 

 

If the Mgmt_Mode is set to “client,” follow the steps in the Implementing VMware Virtual Volumes on HPE 3PAR StoreServ guide to configure the 
SSL certificate. If the Mgmt_Mode is set to “server,” an SSL certificate must be generated on the HPE Primera system. The first step is to check for 
existing certificates using the showcert command. 

 

In this instance, no VASA SSL certificates have been generated. An SSL certificate can be generated on the HPE Primera system using the 
following command: 

 

  

A630-3129_20-19-222 cli% showvasa -cert 
Mgmt_Mode --------Subject-------- --------------Fingerprint--------------- -Locked_By_Uuid- 
server    CN=HPE_Primera_630-3129 55a131fe4085433964ea4e5f5bc6df5462c64e1c - 

A630-3129_20-19-222 cli% showcert 
Service         Commonname               Type Enddate                  Fingerprint 
unified-server* HPE_3PAR C630-4UW0003129 cert Jan 24 03:21:20 2023 GMT fb7682989ca396bab551c2fad392cb58c7fbec3b 

A630-3129_20-19-222 cli% createcert vasa -selfsigned -CN HPE_3PAR_C630-<Serial Number> -SAN IP:<IP Address> 
The following services will be restarted if currently running: 
  vasa: vSphere API for Storage Awareness server 
 
Continue creating self-signed certificate (yes/no)? yes 
Self-signed certificate created. 
The VASA Provider server stopped successfully. 
The VASA Provider Server will start shortly. 

https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/getpdf.aspx/4AA5-6907ENW.pdf
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Finally, run the showcert command to confirm that the VASA SSL certificate now exists. 

 

Step 6: Creating a Storage Container on the HPE Primera array 
Next, a Storage Container must be created on the HPE Primera Array to contain the vVols. Creating a Storage Container can be done through 
the CLI using the createvvset hana_vvset command, followed by the setvvolsc –create set:hana_vvset command. The first command 
creates an empty HPE Primera virtual volume set and the second command designates this set as a Storage Container for vVols. In this example, 
hana_vvset is an arbitrary name given to the Storage Container. Creating a Storage Container can also be done in the HPE SSMC by navigating 
to Main Menu  Show All  Storage Containers. Next, select Create Storage Container, as shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6. Creating an HPE Primera Storage Container in HPE SSMC 

Step 7: Registering VASA Provider with vCenter Server 
The VASA Provider on the HPE Primera array can now be registered with the VMware vCenter Server. In the vSphere Web Client, select the 
vSphere host in the left-pane, select Configure, then click Add (Figure 7). The contents of Figure 8 will be overlaid. 

 
Figure 7. Adding a Storage Provider is done through vSphere Web Client 

A630-3129_20-19-222 cli% showcert 
Service         Commonname               Type Enddate                  Fingerprint 
vasa            HPE_Primera_630-3129     cert Sep  1 02:49:10 2030 GMT 55a131fe4085433964ea4e5f5bc6df5462c64e1c 
unified-server* HPE_3PAR C630-4UW0003129 cert Jan 24 03:21:20 2023 GMT fb7682989ca396bab551c2fad392cb58c7fbec3b 
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Figure 8. Configuring a new Storage Provider using VASA parameters obtained from the HPE Primera storage 

The User name and Password are the administrator credentials of the HPE Primera array. The URL is obtained by issuing the showvasa 
command on the HPE Primera storage 

 

Next, confirm “Virtual Volume Profile” is listed as one of the supported profiles, as shown in Figure 9. 

 
Figure 9. "Virtual Volume Profile" should be listed as one of the "Supported profiles" 

A630-3129_20-19-222 cli% showvasa 
-Service- ---------VASA_API2_URL--------- -MemUsage(MiB)- -Version- 
Enabled   https://10.120.19.222:9997/vasa            2068 4.0.9.1 
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Step 8: Creating a vVols datastore on vSphere 
At this point, the HPE Primera virtual volume can be presented as a vVol in vSphere. Unlike traditional VMFS datastores, after a vVols datastore 
is created, vVols are provisioned within it on an as-needed basis during VM creation. A vVols datastore can be created by first right-clicking a 
host with FC or iSCSI access to the HPE Primera, expanding Storage, and then clicking New Datastore…, as shown in Figure 10. 

 
Figure 10. Adding a vVols storage volume can be done by adding a new datastore to the host 

Next, select VVol as the datastore type, demonstrated in Figure 11. 

 
Figure 11. Select “vVol” as the datastore type 
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Click Finish to complete the operation. After being added to the vSphere Web Client, the vVols Storage Container should show up as a Backing 
Storage Container, shown in Figure 12. Review the information on the Ready to complete tab, then click Finish. 

 
Figure 12. Select the Virtual Volume set presented from the HPE Primera array and present a name to the datastore 

Step 9: Creating VM Storage Policies for vVols 
An optional step to gain the benefits of vSphere Storage Policy Based Management (SPBM) is to create a VM Storage Policy (Figure 13), under 
Menu  Home  Policies and Profiles  VM Storage Policies  Create. If no policy is created, a default policy is automatically assigned to 
VMs. SPBM is discussed at docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/com.vmware.vsphere.storage.doc/GUID-D0F278B8-D7DD-464E-912B-
553BF0B172A3.html. 

 
Figure 13. VM Storage Policies are found on the “VM Storage Policies” section of the vSphere Web Client 

  

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/com.vmware.vsphere.storage.doc/GUID-D0F278B8-D7DD-464E-912B-553BF0B172A3.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/com.vmware.vsphere.storage.doc/GUID-D0F278B8-D7DD-464E-912B-553BF0B172A3.html
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After providing a name and description to the VM Storage Policy, under Datastore specific rules, select Enable rules for “HPE Primera” 
storage, shown in Figure 14, then click Next. 

 
Figure 14. The structure settings for the VM Storage Policy 

Next, select ADD RULE, then add Common Provisioning Group and Snapshot Common Provisioning Group for the VM Storage Policy  
(Figure 15). In this instance, RAID 6 SSD storage was used for each. 
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Figure 15. VM Storage Policy for RAID 6 SSD storage and associated snapshots 

Finally, confirm the vVols datastore created in the previous step is compatible with the VM Storage Policy by selecting COMPATIBLE as the 
drop-down item. The vVols datastore should be listed, as shown in Figure 16. 

 
Figure 16. The HPE Primera vVols datastore should be listed as one of the compatible Datastores for this VM Storage Policy 
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Review the information under the Review and finish tab (Figure 17), then click Finish. 

 
Figure 17. Final settings for VM Storage Policy 

Step 10: Creating an SAP HANA VM using vVols and a Storage Policy 
Creating a VM using vVols requires the same configuration steps as traditional storage. The only difference is to select a vVols datastore rather 
than a VMFS datastore. Navigate to Home  Hosts and Clusters  Virtual Machines  New Virtual Machine. The first few steps where you 
provide a name and destination to the newly created VM are no different than a usual VM with VMFS storage. 

As demonstrated in Figure 18, the vVol created in Step 8: Creating a vVols datastore on vSphere can now be used as the datastore for the VM. 
Here, we can select the “hana-vvol-policy” created in Step 9: Creating VM Storage Policies for vVols to ensure storage is compatible. 

NOTE 
The available storage should roughly equate to the total size of the HPE Primera Storage Container, as the LUNs will be automatically 
provisioned at the time of VMDK creation. 
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Figure 18. HPE Primera vVol datastore listed as a compatible datastore under the VM Storage Policy  

The virtual hardware settings for an SAP HANA-specific VM are shown in Figure 19. This solution used the following virtual hardware settings 
for a VM with an SAP HANA database that is 1 TB in size. The VM settings for an SAP HANA deployment can be outlined as follows: 

• Hard disk 1 is dedicated exclusively to the SUSE 12 OS data. 

• Hard disks 2, 3, and 4 are dedicated to the /hana/data, /hana/shared, and /hana/log files, respectively. /hana/data used a 2 TB vVol, 
/hana/shared used a 1.5 TB vVol, and /hana/log used a 1 TB vVol. 

• Each hard disk has a dedicated SCSI controller with VMware Paravirtual adapters. 

• File system creation and mounting operations for these hard disks are discussed in the Deploying and configuring SAP HANA on a vSphere 
VM section. 

NOTE 
After the OS installation, make sure the Connected checkbox is selected for the Datastore ISO File, because there are installation packages on 
the SUSE 15 ISO file in addition to the OS. 
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Figure 19. Virtual hardware settings for the SAP HANA VM 

NOTE 
You might have to change the boot order of the VMDKs to boot from the VMDK containing the OS. To do this, append the following to the VMX 
file of the VM: 

bios.hddOrder = "scsi0:0" 

In this instance, scsi0:0 is the location of the OS install. For more information, see the following VMware article at 
kb.vmware.com/s/article/2011654. 

Deploying and configuring SAP HANA on a vSphere VM 
After deploying the virtual hardware for the VM in the Step 10: Creating an SAP HANA VM using vVols and a Storage Policy section, the SAP 
HANA installation can now take place. This section is broken down into the following categories: disk formatting, mounting, and SAP HANA 
installation. 

Disk formatting 
Virtual hard disks are automatically assigned a dedicated vVol from the HPE Primera system. After creating the VM in Figure 19, the necessary 
vVols will be created automatically, as shown in Figure 20. Any snapshots of these vVols will also show up here. This menu can be found in the 

https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/2011654
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HPE SSMC under Main Menu  Show all  Storage Containers  VMware VVols. Notice that the “Swap” file and other configuration files 
are also created automatically. 

 

Figure 20. VMware vVols information is displayed in the “Storage Containers” menu under “VMware vVols” in HPE SSMC 

Similar VMware vVols information can also be viewed using the following HPE Primera CLI command: 

 

Information for each VM can be viewed in the HPE SSMC under Main Menu  Show all  Virtual Machines, shown in Figure 21. 

 
Figure 21. VM information is shown in HPE SSMC 

A630-3129_20-19-222 cli% showvvolvm -sc sys:all -vv 
                                                        -----(MiB)------ 
VM_Name      VV_ID VVol_Name             VVol_Type Prov Physical Logical 
SAP HANA VM 121238 cfg-SAPHANAV-6c1eda43 Config    tpvv 1228     4096 
            121242 dat-SAPHANAV-2b6c340f Data      tpvv 1228     1048576 
            121240 dat-SAPHANAV-7b2dbb1d Data      tpvv 1228     2097152 
            121241 dat-SAPHANAV-379caa06 Data      tpvv 1228     1572864 
            121239 dat-SAPHANAV-a00231b6 Data      tpvv 1228     204800 
            121243 swp-SAPHANAV-ba855d40 Swap      tpvv 1228     512000 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
          1  total                     6                7368 7536640 
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Now that the vVols have been created, use the fdisk –l command to verify that the vVols are being detected on the SUSE VM. 

NOTE 
Take note of which hard disk is associated with a specific SCSI hard disk and disk name, as this will be used later. For example, /dev/sdc is the  
2 TB SCSi hard disk. 

erc1:~ # fdisk -l 
Disk /dev/sda: 1 TiB 
Units: sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
 
 
Disk /dev/sdd: 1.5 TiB 
Units: sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
 
 
Disk /dev/sdb: 200 GiB 
Units: sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
Disklabel type: dos 
Disk identifier: 0x0005d302 
 
Device     Boot    Start       End   Sectors  Size Id Type 
/dev/sdb1           2048   4208639   4206592    2G 82 Linux swap / Solaris 
/dev/sdb2  *     4208640  88100863  83892224   40G 83 Linux 
/dev/sdb3       88100864 419430399 331329536  158G 83 Linux 
 
 
Disk /dev/sdc: 2 TiB 
Units: sectors of 1 * 512 = 512 bytes 
Sector size (logical/physical): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
I/O size (minimum/optimal): 512 bytes / 512 bytes 
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Next, the filesystem can be created. The mkfs.xfs command can be issued to create XFS filesystems on the vVols, as shown below. 

 

Mounting 
Now that the file systems for each disk exist within the SUSE OS, the vVols can be mounted to their respective HANA mount points. The 
/hana/data, /hana/log, and /hana/shared directories are first created, then the SCSI hard disks are mounted to their respective directories. 
The commands are demonstrated in the following example. 

 

  

erc1:~ # mkfs.xfs /dev/sda 
meta-data=/dev/sda               isize=512    agcount=4, agsize=67108864 blks 
         =                       sectsz=512   attr=2, projid32bit=1 
         =                       crc=1        finobt=0, sparse=0, rmapbt=0, reflink=0 
data     =                       bsize=4096   blocks=268435456, imaxpct=5 
         =                       sunit=0      swidth=0 blks 
naming   =version 2              bsize=4096   ascii-ci=0 ftype=1 
log      =internal log           bsize=4096   blocks=131072, version=2 
         =                       sectsz=512   sunit=0 blks, lazy-count=1 
realtime =none                   extsz=4096   blocks=0, rtextents=0 
erc1:~ # mkfs.xfs /dev/sdc 
meta-data=/dev/sdc               isize=512    agcount=4, agsize=268435455 blks 
         =                       sectsz=512   attr=2, projid32bit=1 
         =                       crc=1        finobt=0, sparse=0, rmapbt=0, reflink=0 
data     =                       bsize=4096   blocks=536870910, imaxpct=5 
         =                       sunit=0      swidth=0 blks 
naming   =version 2              bsize=4096   ascii-ci=0 ftype=1 
log      =internal log           bsize=4096   blocks=521728, version=2 
         =                       sectsz=512   sunit=0 blks, lazy-count=1 
realtime =none                   extsz=4096   blocks=0, rtextents=0 
erc1:~ # mkfs.xfs /dev/sdd 
meta-data=/dev/sdd               isize=512    agcount=4, agsize=98304000 blks 
         =                       sectsz=512   attr=2, projid32bit=1 
         =                       crc=1        finobt=0, sparse=0, rmapbt=0, reflink=0 
data     =                       bsize=4096   blocks=393216000, imaxpct=5 
         =                       sunit=0      swidth=0 blks 
naming   =version 2              bsize=4096   ascii-ci=0 ftype=1 
log      =internal log           bsize=4096   blocks=192000, version=2 
         =                       sectsz=512   sunit=0 blks, lazy-count=1 
realtime =none                   extsz=4096   blocks=0, rtextents=0 

erc1:~ # mkdir /hana 
erc1:~ # cd /hana/ 
erc1:/hana # mkdir data log shared 
erc1:/hana # mount /dev/sdc /hana/data 
erc1:/hana # mount /dev/sda /hana/log 
erc1:/hana # mount /dev/sdd /hana/shared 
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Confirm the vVols are mounted properly by issuing the df -h command. 

Excluding the SCSI hard disk with the OS (/dev/sdb in this instance), the SCSI hard disks will not automatically mount on startup. To mount the 
SCSI hard disks on startup, the UUIDs must first be obtained using the blkid command. 

Then, the following lines are added to the /etc/fstab file to connect these SCSI devices on boot. 

  

erc1:/hana # blkid 
/dev/sda: UUID="f5d815ab-9da3-4e89-95d0-8a36e0941b9e" TYPE="xfs" 
/dev/sdd: UUID="3327d28e-28d6-4ca5-8230-abe5e172cb31" TYPE="xfs" 
/dev/sdb1: UUID="076b311b-47f7-44da-bcac-6aa2048f42ec" TYPE="swap" PARTUUID="0005d302-01" 
/dev/sdb2: UUID="28c8f8b1-7e9d-4898-aa8b-48ab7cc092e2" UUID_SUB="c4657a10-335a-4e7e-8f87-3eb75f08194e" 
TYPE="btrfs" PTTYPE="dos" PARTUUID="0005d302-02" 
/dev/sdb3: UUID="0e77c8b0-825c-452d-8abb-b8e646d1fc9d" TYPE="xfs" PARTUUID="0005d302-03" 
/dev/sr0: UUID="2018-11-07-14-08-50-00" LABEL="SLE-12-SP4-Server-DVD-x86_640456" TYPE="iso9660" 
PTUUID="6d31ec27" PTTYPE="dos" 
/dev/sdc: UUID="c5d146e8-f867-4c30-9bfe-113e00b98443" TYPE="xfs" 

UUID=c5d146e8-f867-4c30-9bfe-113e00b98443 /hana/data           xfs        defaults              0 0 
UUID=f5d815ab-9da3-4e89-95d0-8a36e0941b9e /hana/log            xfs        defaults              0 0 
UUID=3327d28e-28d6-4ca5-8230-abe5e172cb31 /hana/shared         xfs        defaults              0 0 

erc1:~ # df -h 
Filesystem      Size  Used Avail Use% Mounted on 
devtmpfs       1008G  4.0K 1008G   1% /dev 
tmpfs          1008G   80K 1008G   1% /dev/shm 
tmpfs          1008G   26M 1008G   1% /run 
tmpfs          1008G     0 1008G   0% /sys/fs/cgroup 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% / 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /var/spool 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /var/cache 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /var/log 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /tmp 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /var/lib/libvirt/images 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /opt 
/dev/sdb3       158G   33M  158G   1% /home 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /var/lib/named 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /boot/grub2/x86_64-efi 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /var/lib/mariadb 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /var/crash 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /boot/grub2/i386-pc 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /var/lib/machines 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /usr/local 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /var/lib/mysql 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /var/lib/mailman 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /.snapshots 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /var/opt 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /var/lib/pgsql 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /srv 
/dev/sdb2        41G  3.6G   37G   9% /var/tmp 
tmpfs           202G   16K  202G   1% /run/user/484 
/dev/sdc        2.0T   33M  2.0T   1% /hana/data 
/dev/sda        1.0T   33M  1.0T   1% /hana/log 
/dev/sdd        1.5T   33M  1.5T   1% /hana/shared 
tmpfs           202G     0  202G   0% /run/user/0 
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VMware vSphere HA and DRS 
Deploying SAP HANA on a VM enables the benefits of vSphere HA, vSphere Storage vMotion, and vSphere DRS. vSphere HA provides high 
availability to the SAP HANA VM by pooling VMware ESXi host resources into a cluster. vSphere HA monitors VMs in the cluster so that in the 
event of a failure, VMs are restarted on alternate hosts. vSphere DRS automatically migrates VMs within a cluster to balance the resources of 
each ESXi host. 

Configuring a VMware vSphere cluster also allows a user to utilize vSphere Storage Motion to quickly migrate VMs between ESXi hosts and 
automatically optimize and allocate entire pools of resources for maximum hardware utilization. vSphere Storage vMotion provides a number of 
benefits: 

• Eliminate downtime for common maintenance operations 

• Eliminate planned maintenance windows 

• Perform maintenance at any time without disrupting users and services 

• Proactively migrate VMs away from failing or underperforming servers 

For more information on VMware vSphere HA, see docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.7/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-server-67-availability-
guide.pdf. 

Several criteria must be satisfied to utilize vSphere HA and DRS. In the VMware vSphere Web Client, both the active and standby VMware ESXi 
hosts must be added to a cluster. This can be done by right-clicking the desired Datacenter, then selecting New Cluster. The overlay in  
Figure 22 will appear. Make sure vSphere HA is enabled, and optionally DRS if automated computing balancing is desired. 

 
Figure 22. The cluster must have “vSphere HA” enabled, and optionally “DRS” 

  

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.7/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-server-67-availability-guide.pdf
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/6.7/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-server-67-availability-guide.pdf
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Next, both VMware ESXi hosts must be added to the cluster. Cluster operations, including vSphere DRS and vSphere HA, can be managed under 
the Configure tab of the newly created cluster, as shown in Figure 23.  

 
Figure 23. Cluster operations, including vSphere HA and DRS, can be configured by selecting the cluster, then clicking “Configure” 

vSphere HA requires a minimum of two heartbeat datastores per host to monitor hosts and VMs. The datastore with the SAP HANA VM can also 
act as a heartbeat datastore, so only two datastores in total are required. As shown in Figure 24, two datastores are acting as heartbeat 
datastores: “hana-vvol-container,” which is a storage container hosting the vVols for the SAP HANA VM, and “hana-vvol-container-heartbeat,” 
which is acting solely as a heartbeat datastore. 
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Figure 24. Heartbeat datastores are configured in the cluster settings of the VMware vCenter Client 

Figure 25 provides an example of a failover scenario with vSphere HA. In this example, one of the hosts was simulated to fail by issuing a hard 
shutdown of the host. vSphere HA automatically migrated and booted four VMs on the other host in the cluster, including the SAP HANA VM. 
After the failed host comes back online, vSphere DRS will automate the process of distributing the VMs between the two hosts. 

 
Figure 25. vSphere HA failover in progress 

HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for SAP HANA 
The HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for SAP HANA allows the Database Administrator (DBA) to back up and restore directly to and from a 
Catalyst store on an HPE StoreOnce backup appliance. Catalyst stores are deduplicated across all data within the store, making them a highly 
efficient deduplicating engine. It is recommended to backup data and logs to different stores because they deduplicate differently. The plug-in 
implements the Backint API for SAP HANA backups to be efficiently transferred from the SAP HANA database to the Catalyst store backup 
target. After the backup target is created, backup, restore and other data protection tasks can be executed through SAP HANA Studio, SAP 
HANA Cockpit, or the SAP HANA HDBSQL. 
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This section guides the user through the HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in installation; then it will demonstrate how the user can back up and 
restore the SAP HANA DB using HDBSQL commands. It is assumed that an HPE StoreOnce appliance is already deployed and configured. The  
HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in can be installed by following the steps at hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00110910en_us. 

Backup and restore operations can be carried out using SQL commands executed via HDBSQL. Logged in as <sid>adm, SAP HANA databases 
can be listed using the following command: 

 

The HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in implements the Backint API to perform backup and restore operations. Backint is an API that enables third-
party tool vendors to implement backup agents to the SAP HANA database. Back up of a tenant SAP HANA database can be carried out while a 
database is running using the following command: 

 

In this example, -i is the instance number, EC1 is the tenant DB, and the <backup_file_name> is an arbitrary name for the backup. In contrast, 
to back up the System DB, use the command: 

 

Recovery of a tenant SAP HANA DB can then be carried out using a similar command: 

 

Recovery of the System DB requires that the entire database be stopped to run the restore. Because we cannot run hdbsql commands, 
HDBSettings.sh can be used as follows: 

 

After this command finishes, use the HDB start command to start the SAP HANA database. Then, if any individual tenant databases need to be 
started, they can be started using the command: 

 

HPE Cloud Volume Backups with HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for SAP HANA 
HPE Cloud Volumes are an enterprise-grade multi-cloud service for your applications in public clouds. This section provides an overview for 
using the HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in with HPE Cloud Volume Backups (CVB). For more information on HPE Cloud Volumes, see 
cloudvolumes.hpe.com/welcome/block/overview/. 

Perform the following steps to direct the HPE Catalyst Plug-in for SAP HANA to CVB. 

Step 1 – Create a CVB store 
Log in to the CVB web portal, navigate to Backup Stores, shown in Figure 26, and click + New Store. Give the store a Store Name and Store 
Description, and then select the Region closest to your physical location. Click Create Store. 

ec1adm@erc1:/usr/sap/EC1/HDB00> hdbsql -i 00 -u SYSTEM -d SYSTEMDB "SELECT * FROM M_DATABASES" 
2 rows selected (overall time 19.105314 sec; server time 540 usec) 
DATABASE_NAME,DESCRIPTION,ACTIVE_STATUS,ACTIVE_STATUS_DETAILS,OS_USER,OS_GROUP,RESTART_MODE,FALLBACK_SNAPSHOT
_CREATE_TIME 
"SYSTEMDB","SystemDB-EC1-00","YES","","","","DEFAULT",? 
"EC1","EC1-00","YES","","","","DEFAULT",? 

hdbsql -i 00 -u SYSTEM -d SYSTEMDB "BACKUP DATA FOR EC1 USING BACKINT ('<backup_file_name>')" 

hdbsql -i 00 -u SYSTEM -d SYSTEMDB "BACKUP DATA USING BACKINT ('<backup_file_name>')" 

hdbsql -i 00 -u SYSTEM -d SYSTEMDB "RECOVER DATA FOR EC1 USING BACKINT ('<backup_file_name>') CLEAR LOG" 

HDBSettings.sh recoverSys.py --command="RECOVER DATA USING BACKINT ('<backup_file_name>') CLEAR LOG" –wait 

hdbsql -u SYSTEM -d SYSTEMDB "ALTER SYSTEM START DATABASE EC1" 

https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00110910en_us
https://cloudvolumes.hpe.com/welcome/block/overview/
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Figure 26. Creating a CVB store 

IMPORTANT 
The Store Name must be a single word with less than 50 characters, be all lowercase, and contain only letters, numbers, and dashes. 

Download the text file that contains your username and password, and then click Close. (It is possible to regenerate the credentials later by 
editing the Backup Store if needed) Then, download the Secure Client, as shown in Figure 27. 

 
Figure 27. Editing CVB store credentials and downloading the Secure Client 

Step 2 – Deploy Cloud Volumes Secure Client 
The Secure Client is a Linux®-based proxy server used to backup data from SAP HANA VM to CVB. This is required to enforce  
end-to-end security over the open internet. 

The following example uses CentOS 8 to deploy the Secure Client. The Linux commands can vary between Linux distributions. 

The Secure Client is packaged as a ZIP file that consists of the following files: 

• The Secure Client binary 

• A YAML configuration file for the client 

• A certificate for use by the client 

• The private key for the certificate 

• The Certificate Authority (CA) for the certificate 
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• A Readme file 

• A license agreement file 

The following are the prerequisites for running the Secure Client: 

• Any Linux OS running in a physical or virtual machine 

• A 2.0 GHz CPU with 4 Cores (minimum) 

• 8 GB of RAM (minimum) 

• Ports 9386, 9387, and 9388 are open in your firewall (outbound only) 

To set up the Secure Client on the Linux machine: 

1. Log in to Linux machine and create the directory /opt/cloudvolumes. 

2. Add a user named “secureclient” using the command: sudo useradd secureclient. 

3. Upload the Secure Client to the Linux machine and extract the contents of the zip file to the /opt/cloudvolumes directory. An example 
command would be: sudo unzip -j ./Downloads/ hpe_cv_backup_secure_client.zip -d /opt/cloudvolumes/. 

4. Ensure that the Secure Client files have the proper file permissions by entering the following commands: 

a. sudo chmod 755 /opt/cloudvolumes/secure_client 

b. sudo chmod 644 /opt/cloudvolumes/secure_client_config.yaml 

c. sudo chmod 644 /opt/cloudvolumes/client.crt 

d. sudo chmod 644 /opt/cloudvolumes/ca.crt 

e. sudo chmod 600 /opt/cloudvolumes/client.key 

5. Grant ownership of the Secure Client folder and files to the “secureclient” user using the command: 
 sudo chown –R secureclient:secureclient /opt/cloudvolumes 

6. Ensure ports 9386, 9387, and 9388 are open in your firewall outbound. 

7. The Secure Client service must be started automatically on system boot. To do this, create a Linux system configuration file at 
/etc/systemd/system/secure-client.service with the following content: 

 

  

[Service] 
User=secureclient 
Type=exec 
ExecStart=/opt/cloudvolues/secure_client -config /opt/cloudvolumes/secure_client_config.yaml 
Restart=always 
RestartSec=10s 
LimitNOFILE=40000 
 
[Install] 
WantedBy=multi-user.target 
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8. Verify the YAML configuration file has the correct file path properties by modifying /opt/cloudvolumes/secure_client_config.yaml as 
follows: 

 

The YAML file also contains the following properties that should not need to be modified. This includes: 

– target1: The address and port to send traffic for HPE StoreOnce Catalyst command sessions 

– target2: The address and port to send traffic for HPE StoreOnce Catalyst data sessions 

– source1: The address and port to listen on for HPE StoreOnce Catalyst command sessions 

– source2: The address and port to listen on for HPE StoreOnce Catalyst data sessions 

– Generally, the address to listen on should always be 0.0.0.0. 

9. Enable and start the Secure Client service by running 

 

Step 3 – Configure the HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for SAP HANA with the CVB store 
The final step is to point the HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for SAP HANA to a CVB store. In this instance, as mentioned in 
hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00110910en_us, you can set the following parameters in the plugin.conf file: 

 

Here are some important details when inputting this information: 

• By default, the plugin.conf file is located at /hana/shared/<SID>/hpe/HPE-Catalyst-SAP-HANA-Plugin/config. 

• The CATALYST_STORE_ADDRESS is the IP or FQDN of the Linux-based CVB Secure Client deployed in Step 2 – Deploy Cloud Volumes 
Secure Client. 

• The CATALYST_STORE_NAME is the name provided to the CVB store as shown in Figure 26. 

• The CATALYST_CLIENT_NAME and CATALYST_CLIENT_PASSWORD are the username and password in the text file that was downloaded in 
Step 1 – Create a CVB store. 

# Certificate path for CDS signing authority 
ca: /opt/cloudvolumes/ca.crt 
 
# Client certificate issued by CDS to customer 
ca: /opt/cloudvolumes/client.crt 
 
# Client key issued by CDS to customer 
key: /opt/cloudvolumes/client.key 
 
# CBS public endpoint address 
target1: demo-us-ashburn-1.cloudvolumes.hpe.com:9387 
target2: demo-us-ashburn-1.cloudvolumes.hpe.com:9388 
 
# Local ports to listen upon 
source1: 0.0.0.0:9387 
source2: 0.0.0.0:9388 

sudo systemctl enable secure-client 
sudo systemctl start secure-client 

CATALYST_STORE_ADDRESS:<IP Address or FQDN> 
CATALYST_STORE_NAME:<CVB store name> 
CATALYST_CLIENT_NAME:<CVB client name> 
CATALYST_CLIENT_PASSWORD:<password> 

https://www.hpe.com/psnow/doc/a00110910en_us
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• The CVB can also be configured as a Catalyst Copy target by placing this same information in the “Catalyst Copy Targets” section of the 
plugin.conf file. 

HPE Recovery Manager Central for VMware 
By deploying the SAP HANA instance in a VMware environment, HPE Recovery Manager Central for VMware (RMC-V) can be used to protect 
the SAP HANA VM. For this technical paper, HPE RMC-V is used to create HPE Primera snapshots of the vVols containing the SAP HANA VM 
data. Then these snapshots can be backed up to an HPE StoreOnce or CVB, all through a single web interface. This section demonstrates the 
backup and restore process of the SAP HANA VM using HPE RMC-V. For more information on how to install and configure HPE RMC, see the 
HPE Recovery Manager Central 6.3.x Online User Guide. 

The first step is to register the HPE RMC-V Plug-in. In the HPE RMC GUI., navigate to Hypervisor Servers, then select + Hypervisor Server, as 
shown in Figure 28 and Figure 29. 

 
Figure 28. HPE RMC main menu 

 
Figure 29. Adding a new hypervisor to HPE RMC 

After entering the specifications for the vCenter server, make sure to select the Register plugin checkbox, as shown in Figure 30. 

 
Figure 30. Specifying parameters for a new hypervisor server in HPE RMC 

https://support.hpe.com/hpesc/public/docDisplay?docId=a00112542en_us
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The vCenter Client should now show an option for HPE RMC-V, as shown in Figure 31. 

 
Figure 31. HPE RMC-V option in vSphere Client main menu 

To manage snapshots, backups, and restores of the SAP HANA VM, the first step is to create a Copy Policy within the HPE RMC-V Plug-in. A 
Copy Policy specifies several criteria, including snapshot and backup schedules. The Copy Policy can be found in the vSphere Web Client under 
Menu  Home  HPE RMC-V  Copy Policies  +, shown in Figure 32. 
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Figure 32. Creating an HPE RMC-V Copy Policy using vSphere Web Client 

Then, Figure 33 will be displayed. For this example, we will create a schedule involving an HPE Primera snapshot every five hours and an Express 
Protect once a day. 

 
Figure 33. Creating an HPE RMC-V Copy Policy Schedule using the vSphere Web Client 
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The HPE Primera array will snapshot all of the vVols for the SAP HANA VM, then this snapshot will be used as the source for a backup to an  
HPE StoreOnce appliance. With the Copy Policy created, the next step is to add the SAP HANA VM to the Copy Policy. This can be done by 
right-clicking the VM, selecting HPE RMC-V Actions, then clicking Add Protection, demonstrated in Figure 34. 

 
Figure 34. Adding the SAP HANA VM to the HPE RMC-V Copy Policy 

As shown in Figure 35, HPE RMC-V schedules can be viewed and managed using the vSphere Web Client by navigating to Main Menu  HPE 
RMC-V  Protection  Schedules. 
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Figure 35. Viewing and managing HPE RMC-V Copy Policy schedules using vSphere Web Client 

Restoring the SAP HANA VM back to a previous state can be done by completing the following steps: 

1. Stop all SAP HANA services on the SAP HANA VM. 

2. Unmount the data, log, and shared volumes from the SAP HANA VM. 

3. Perform an HPE RMC-V restore from Express Protect or snapshots by navigating back to the menu from Figure 34, then selecting Restore. 
More information on the restore process can be found in the HPE Recovery Manager Central 6.3.x Online User Guide. 

4. Mount the data, log, and shared volumes back onto the SAP HANA VM. 

5. Restart the necessary SAP HANA services. 

SUMMARY 
As virtual machines become increasingly integrated into data center infrastructure, the need for SAP HANA to be deployed on a VM has become 
critical. This technical paper demonstrates how to deploy SAP HANA in a virtualized VMware environment with vVols storage. SAP HANA in a 
virtualized environment provides a number of benefits compared to a physical deployment of SAP HANA: 

• vVols are automatically created and managed by VMware vCenter, eliminating the need to manually create and export shared storage. 

• vVols offer several advantages over traditional VMFS storage, because vVols are designed around the VM level instead of at the LUN level. 

• With vVols, you use only the space that the VMs require because the storage array does not have to allocate large chunks of disk space to 
VMFS volumes. 

• HPE Primera storage has a built-in VASA Provider that delivers better resiliency and eliminates the need to deploy, manage, and protect a 
separate plug-in or VM to enable all of the vVols capabilities. 

• vVols enable vSphere to offload more tasks to the storage array—enabling faster and more efficient operations at the storage level. 

• vSphere HA provides high availability to the SAP HANA VM by pooling VMware ESXi host resources into a cluster. 

https://support.hpe.com/hpesc/public/docDisplay?docId=a00112542en_us
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By leveraging HPE StoreOnce Catalyst capabilities already integrated into the HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for SAP HANA and HPE RMC-V 
tools, HPE StoreOnce Catalyst provides an easy-to-implement data protection solution that amplifies the cost benefits with HPE StoreOnce 
deduplication. 

The solution highlighted in this technical paper is an economical, efficient, flexible, and secure backup and recovery infrastructure for short-term 
and long-term data protection. Using Hewlett Packard Enterprise award-winning servers, storage, networking infrastructure, and support services 
will keep your mission-critical applications functioning at their best, while protecting them from the worst. 

IMPLEMENTING A PROOF-OF-CONCEPT 
As a matter of best practice for all deployments, Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends implementing a proof-of-concept using a test 
environment that matches as closely as possible the planned production environment. In this way, appropriate performance and scalability 
characterizations can be obtained. For help with a proof-of-concept, contact an HPE Services representative 
(hpe.com/us/en/services/consulting.html) or your HPE partner. 
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HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for SAP HANA, hpe.com/portal/swdepot/displayProductInfo.do?productNumber=StoreOnceForSAPHANA 

HPE Recovery Manager Central 6.3.x Online User Guide, support.hpe.com/hpesc/public/docDisplay?docId=a00112542en_us 

HPE StoreOnce 3620, 3640, 5200, 5250, and 5650Systems User Guide, 
support.hpe.com/hpesc/public/docDisplay?docLocale=en_US&docId=a00101408en_us 

HPE Reference Architectures, hpe.com/info/ra 

HPE GreenLake for SAP HANA, hpe.com/us/en/greenlake/sap-hana.html 

HPE Servers, hpe.com/servers 

HPE Storage, hpe.com/storage 

HPE Networking, hpe.com/networking 

HPE Technology Consulting Services, hpe.com/us/en/services/consulting.html 

VMware links 

VMware Compatibility Guide, vmware.com/resources/compatibility/search.php 

vSphere Availability Guide, docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-server-70-availability-guide.pdf 
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SAP links 

SAP HANA, sap.com/products/hana.html 

SAP Solutions on SUSE, suse.com/programs/transitioningtosap/ 

SAP Support Portal, support.sap.com/en/index.html 

SUSE links 

SUSE Support, suse.com/support/ 

 

To help us improve our documents, please provide feedback at hpe.com/contact/feedback. 
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